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CRAZY DOMAINS AIMS TO GET MILLIONS ONLINE ACROSS ASIA PACIFIC
Introducing Sitebeat: the next generation website builder to launch and manage a
website anytime, anywhere
Crazy Domains, Australia’s leading online solutions provider, announces Sitebeat: the next generation website builder
platform for small businesses and individuals who want to get their passion online.
The digital transformation is happening right here and right now. Today, more and more small businesses and
entrepreneurs are realising if they’re not online, they’re invisible -- and to be successful it’s vital to be online.
On a mission to empower and enable entrepreneurs and small businesses on their digital journey, Crazy Domains has
spent over two years developing the game changing new platform, specifically designed and customised towards ease
of use and simplicity.
Tailored to support busy small business owners, now anyone can launch their website or online shop in minutes,
managing their digital presence from any device, anytime.
Building a website used to take either computer science degree, a hefty book on coding, or an expensive web designer.
But no more – with Sitebeat now everyone can do it.
For those who want to take their business and passion online, Sitebeat is nothing short of sensational, empowering
everyone to create a unique and impactful website in minutes.

Growing Asian Market
Asia is already the fastest-growing internet space in the world, with South-East Asia is experiencing high double-digit
growth in all digital and social media segments. As the first choice for businesses and entrepreneurs to get online, Crazy
Domains provides a tailored product and services suite, along with
growing infrastructure in the region.
In the next 2 years, South East Asia is projected to grow 39% in volume of internet users coming online, and has already
overtaken the USA with over 330 million total internet users.
With accessible, affordable products and key partnerships in the region, Crazy Domains aim to get millions of users
online across the APAC region.

Mobile-first Design
Asia is tipped by Google to be a leader in mobile internet usage in 2018, mobile is the primary way of accessing the
internet for users in the region – ahead of laptop or desktop computers.
This means websites have to be responsive or mobile-first in design, and users have to be able to be edit and design
their sites from anywhere, using a mobile device.
Sitebeat’s advanced mobile editor makes it hassle free to manage a professional website from any device.
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Mark Evans, CEO, said:
“With Crazy Domains’ growing member base in Asia, Sitebeat is specifically designed to support a mobile-first, savvy
social media-centric user base. Sitebeat’s Mobile Editor feature helps users make changes and updates to their websites
from any device, wherever and whenever their website needs them.
“We know from our customers that most of them don’t want to spend a lot of time setting up their website, dealing with
web development agencies, losing control of their digital identity and assets and struggling to keep up with managing
their site.
“We have developed Sitebeat to empower individuals and businesses, allowing them to focus on running their business,
not on the boring, technical things. Whether you are an online retailer selling products or services online, or a traditionally
offline business that wants to grow, Sitebeat is the one tool you need.”

Excel at eCommerce
Creating powerful eCommerce stores has never been easier. Sitebeat users breeze through setting up product pages,
managing orders, inventory, payments, and shipping -- all through one platform. Sitebeat also enables businesses to list
and sell their product on social media platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram, with one-click integration.
Many small businesses use marketplaces, such as Amazon Marketplaces or eBay to grow their online sales, and with
that in mind we have developed a smooth integration to all key marketplaces.
Crazy Domains’ Sitebeat allows both the casual and the experienced user to create unique and professional-quality
websites and online shops, making use of industry-specific templates, pre-populated images and content.

Modular Support
Sitebeat combines the best in drag-and-drop technology with a truly revolutionary modular feature that lets users simply
drop fully-built sections into their design.
Building a website has never been faster or more trouble free. Now business owners have more time to spend on running
their businesses.
Try Sitebeat for yourself here: https://www.crazydomains.com.au/sitebeat/
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For more information, please contact
Asia

Australia

Robert Winkelmann – Group Marketing Lead

James Chesters – Corporate Comms Manager
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About Crazy Domains
Crazy Domains is a leading and trusted domain name, web hosting and online solutions provider to millions of users, with affordable
prices and premium service.
Now-legendary, Crazy Domains was established in 2007. From humble beginnings, Crazy Domains has gone on to become a leading
domain name registrar in Australia, Europe, South East Asia, India and the Middle East.
Crazy Domains is owned by ASX-listed Dreamscape Networks Limted, the parent company of many successful brands including Aust
Domains, Cheap Domains, Vodien (Singapore's #1), as well as home-grown brands Net Logistics, Enetica, and Quadra Hosting.
About Dreamscape Networks Limited
Dreamscape Networks Limited is a trusted and affordable online solutions provider of domain names, hosting and technology
solutions and owns Australia’s #1 domain brand Crazy Domains and Singapore’s #1 hosting provider Vodien Internet Solutions. The
Dreamscape Networks Group offers affordable and easy to use online solutions that help businesses and independents establish,
build, maintain and grow their online presence.
Our solutions are innovative, user‐friendly and engineered across all platforms embracing intuitive design and backed by our focus
on best in world premium service.
Vision
To help our customers achieve their online goals by “Providing simple, innovative and affordable online solutions, that change
lives”
Learn more at dreamscapenetworks.com ; crazydomains.com and vodien.com
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